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UPDATE
NUMBER

Five.
LAKE
PERKOLILLI
RED DUST REVIVAL 2019
In this UPDATE
⚙

Entries Now open. Don’t Delay!

⚙ Shannons Now A Sponsor
Don’t forget: 12 to 16 September 2019.
Online updates at:
https://www.motoringpast.com.au/red-dust-revival
Email Graeme Cocks or Greg Eastwood at
perkolillimc@gmail.com
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IT’S TIME TO SEND US
YOUR RED DUST
REVIVAL ENTRIES
With less than three months to go until the Lake Perkolilli Red Dust Revival 2019, we are now well
into the final arrangements for the event. So that we can finalise the schedule for the events and
the printed program we need all competitors to get their entries in as soon as possible. If you
have not received the various documents and you wish to enter a car then go to the website:
https://www.motoringpast.com.au/red-dust-revival.

Motorcycle Entries Online
As we are now affiliated with MotorcyclingWA, the Lake Perkolilli Motor Sports Club Inc. entry
details are now online: https://osm-ma.omnisportsmanagement.com/Memberships/
(S(wqe3fd3qwr2f4ipqmhjhvyyl))/OSMMbr_LoginMA.aspx
All the motor car paperwork might appear a little daunting for new entrants so feel free to ask
Lynn, Ross or Graeme any questions you may have. Please send your motor car entries to Lynn
Oxwell using the details provided on the entry form. Please DO NOT send your entry to The
Vintage Sports Car Club of WA (VSCCWA).
The event plan is still the same. For one and a half days, you’ll be able to practice on the claypan,
then we’ll time everyone on flying laps and award performance certificates. We’ll have a good
idea of what everyone’s machines are capable of. Then over the weekend, the motorcycles will
race in a variety of events and the cars will have events designed to give spectacular finishes. On
Sunday night, we’ll celebrate. On Monday, we’ll pack up and head off home.

Getting to Lake Perkolilli
Lake Perkolilli is marked on Google Maps and it is a simple drive from Kalgoorlie. Drive Northeast on Hannan Street, Kalgoorlie, turn right at the top of the hill after you pass the excellent
Museum of the Goldfields. This is the Goldfields Highway, then turn left after a couple of
kilometres onto Yarri Road towards Williamstown. You go through Williamstown and then
continue on the roundabout onto Yarri Road (not Bulong Road or Black Street). After about halfan-hour you’ll get to the old Kanowna townsite, continue on Yarri Road over the Lake Gwynne
causeway and turn right on the Kurnalpi-Pinjin Road. Keep an eye out for a turn off to the right
and a sign pointing to Lake Perkolilli. The camping area will be signposted to the left on this
track (wait for the sign as there are some side tracks). If you continue past this turnoff you’ll get to
the entrant and specator entry road which takes you directly onto the claypan. We’ll put up signs
to help you. As in past events, please do not steal the signs until the Monday when we all leave!
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Red Dust Revival Program
Thursday 12 September is free practice. This means that we’ll be alternating between cars and
motorcycles all day with no times recorded. It will be your chance to do some tuning and get to
know every skid mark on the track. We’ll be driving anti-clockwise.
Mick Rust’s Kalgoorlie Motor Works will be setup with everything you didn’t think you’d ever need
to use but you’ll probably find indispensable when you break something.
Friday, 13 September will be a brilliant day! The morning will have more practice with car and
motorcycles alternating. On Friday afternoon, all drivers and riders will be able to do a timed lap of
Perkolilli at their own top speed. The circuit is about two miles long so with up to 60 cars and 40
motorcycles, everyone should be able to explore the capabilities of their own driving and their car.
As we keep stressing, the event is about fun — not who wins or who is fastest. If you are sharing
drives or mounts, everyone will get a go.
Saturday and Sunday will be the main public days and we’ll have a series of events over the two
days. The car events will be arranged so that we have staggered starts and massed finishes across
the line. This will make it very entertaining for participants and spectators. We’ll be organising the
start times on Friday evening. Look out for the “Australian Pursuit” races for the bikes.

Camping will be Popular so Be Prepared!
Thanks to the City of Kalgoorlie/Boulder for enabling us to use the bush around the claypan.
There is no charge for camping but we ask you to support the event by keeping your area clean,
respecting the bush and buying an event program and lots of souvenirs! With practice beginning
on Thursday, we suggest that competitors arrive on Wednesday and find a camping spot in the
bush by the claypan, behind the area which will be the pits. It is first in, best dressed. Take a look
on Google Maps and you’ll be able to see the layout of the claypan. Camping is in the bush only,
not on the claypan itself. If you don’t want to hear the delightful music of racing engines at
sunrise, we suggest you don’t camp next to the pits!
If you arrive before Wednesday there will be no water, toilet or rubbish disposal facilities. There will
be a communal fire pit (coincidentally near the pits) and we’re discouraging but not banning
individual cooking fires. Bring firewood if you have space. Gas is preferable as it is less likely to
start a bushfire. You are camping in the bush so it is entirely at your own risk. The bush area for
camping is quite open but with lots of small trees and shade. Race cars can be parked and
workshop tents can be erected on the surface of the claypan in the pit area and car trailers can be
left there. As in past events, the camping area is adjacent to the pits but separate.
You must be self reliant and clean. Bring your own water, food, sleeping and cooking facilities and
collect your own rubbish. There is no power available. What we do provide, thanks to the City of
Kalgoorlie/Boulder, will be toilets and water. There will also be bins to place your packaged
rubbish in. There is no charge for camping at Lake Perkolilli but we expect everyone to leave this
very special place as clean and neat as they found it. Have I repeated this enough?
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In the 1920s, the camping at Perko was legendary. The motorcycle and car teams would camp in the
bush for a week tuning their mounts and enjoying the evenings around the campfire. There is no
reason why we all can’t do the same. We’ve heard through the grapevine that at least one 40th
birthday will be celebrated on Saturday night so there’ll be some celebrating to do!

KALGOORLIE = COMFORT IF YOU WANT QUALITY
ACCOMMODATION
If you don’t fancy camping, there is lots of accommodation in Kalgoorlie which is only a 30 minute
drive away from Perko. Contact the Tourist Bureau [(08) 9021 1966 or 1800 004 653] and they’ll be
able to point you in the right direction. Mention that you’re coming up for the Red Dust Revival at
Perkolilli.

SCRUTINEERING AT PERKO OR PERTH
Greg Eastwood is now a qualified motorcycle scrutineer and he will be the contact for all scrutineering
sections for the bikes.
For the cars, best person to ask is Ross Oxwell for a definitive answer or Graeme Cocks for a more
general question.
We are planning a morning for scrutinising cars and bikes in Perth on Sunday 1 September. This will
enable people to arrive at Perko and get straight into practice without having to have their car or bike
checked. More details will be available closer to the event. If you can’t make that day, no problem,
we’ll give you the big tick at Perkolilli.

GET YOUR ENTRIES IN AS SOON AS YOU CAN
By now, everyone who put in an expression of interest will have been sent the paperwork for entering
the event. If you intend to enter, even if you think there is a chance that your car or bike won’t be
ready in time, still enter. We need to know numbers and we need to make sure you make it into the
souvenir program.

CARS, BIKES … AND NOW PLANES
Good news on the aircraft front. Kevin Bailey is flying his magnificent Stinson Reliant to the Red Dust
Revival. There are more details and pics later in the newsletter. Also rumour has it that three Tiger
Moths and three Chipmunks will also fly in. Jim Williams and Murray (Muz) Wood are assisting with
the aircraft arrangements. Anyone at the centenary in 2014 will remember Jim landing his Glasair
Sportsman onto the claypan to say hello. Muz has discovered the joys of powered flight and he now
has an ultralight to add to his collection of tethered hang gliders as part of the Goldfields Dust Devils
Group. It’s always great to have Muz and his wife Mel involved - they are legends of Perko!
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VOLUNTEERS - WE LOVE THEM!
Ross Oxwell is coordinating our volunteer crew and he has put together this
rundown of what vollies we need. If you’d like to help out, then read this and put
your name down. We greatly appreciate your help.
Situations Vacant:
No motor event like ours can ever run without the services of volunteers filling the Officials positions that
make an event run safely and smoothly. If you’re coming up as support for a driver or rider then how about
volunteering as well? Here are some things you can help us with:
Setting up
No special skills required. Wednesday any time.
Observer/Flag Marshals
There will be four observation/flag points situated at key points around the circuit. They will be
1.2m high scaffold platforms, setup at safe distances from the track, thus giving extensive views around the
circa 4km circuit (ideal for photography) and equipped with 2-way radio. Ideally, we would like to have a
crew of two on each from Thursday to Sunday. With at least 16 volunteers, we could set up a roster such
that nobody need be out there for more than two hours at a time.
Crowd Marshals
On Friday, Saturday and Sunday, we may need to control the inflow of traffic as to where to park,
and where to not go, so as not to interfere with the events. Ideally we would need about four at a time,
interchanging with another four at two hourly intervals.
Grid Marshals/Starters
Friday Sat Sun we need probably three from each Bikes and Cars, as the program will alternate car
and bike events.
Recovery
Cars will need at least one vehicle Thursday to Sunday, while bikes will need at least one vehicle
with a suitable trailer – of course they’ll need drivers!
Timekeepers
Cars will need three timekeepers for Friday afternoon, and possibly Saturday morning. Bikes may
need timekeepers for all their events.
Bus Driver
We have been offered the use of a 23 seat bus to run to and from Kal and the Lake. Driver(s) would
need a “MR” or “HR” WA licence (or equivalent) – A “Conductor’s F” is NOT required as no fares are to be
collected. The bus would need to depart Kalgoorlie in the mornings to reach Perko before 9:00am, and
depart Perko when the official program ends for the day. It is possible that the bus would need to make
more than one trip per day, but if we have a number of drivers, that shouldn’t be too onerous.
Packing Down
Monday following – morning mostly

If you’d like to volunteer, Contact Me, using the form overleaf:
Ross Oxwell
CAMS Secretary of the Meeting
Lroxwell@westnet.com.au
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Lake Perkolilli
Red Dust Revival 2019
ROSS’S VOLUNTEERING FORM
Name: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Email: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Phone (mob): . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Please check clear box(es):

Position

Wednesday
11

Thursday
12

Friday
13

Saturday 14

Sunday
15

Set Up
Observer/Flag
marshal
Crowd Marshal
Grid Marshal/Starter
Recovery
Timekeeper
Bus Driver
Monday
16

Pack-up

Send it through to:
Ross Oxwell
CAMS Secretary of the Meeting
Lroxwell@westnet.com.au
(08) 9401 1449
Ring or email if you have any questions.
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Red Dust Revival

Souvenirs
Cathy Cocks has put
together a great
range of souvenirs
for the Lake
Perkolilli Red Dust
Revival 2019. They
are on the Motoring
Past website at

www.motoringpast.com.au.

Thanks to Jack Del
Borrello for
designing the Red
Dust Revival badge
which we are using
on the merchandise
and to Rod Cocks at
Craft Imports for
supplying some of
the one-off items. It
is first in, bestdressed for the
products as only
limited stocks are
available.

Type to enter text

There are Mechanics
Coats, Red Dust
Revival spanner
spoon sets, metal
and cloth badges, tshirts, coffee cups
and metal signs.

Just a few of the Red Dust Revival souvenirs which will be available at Perkolilli.
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Cathy will have a
stand at Perko
where you can
purchase the
various items or you
can purchase online
and she will post
them to you (at your
cost) prior to the
event.
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WHO IS RUNNING THE RED
DUST REVIVAL?
The Lake Perkolilli Red Dust Revival 2019 has been created
by car and motorbike enthusiasts Greg Eastwood and Graeme
Cocks to follow on from the 2014 Centenary of Speed.
To enable competitive events on the claypan they have
formed the Lake Perkolilli Motor Sport Club Inc. This is the
official club of the event and all participants automatically
become members of this exclusive club!
We are especially grateful for the assistance of Lynn and Ross
Oxwell and Cathy Cocks. They have all been working hard behind
the scenes to make sure our event is run smoothly.
If you have any questions, please contact Greg Eastwood about
the bikes and Graeme Cocks about the cars. The shared email for
the Lake Perkolilli Red Dust Revival 2019 is:
perkolillimc@gmail.com.
The motor car events are limited to cars built before 1940 or
after 1940 by invitation. The aim is to re-create the feeling
of race meetings from the 1920s and 1930s. If you have a car or
motorcycle which is a little bit later, but has a pre-war look
about it, let us know and we might fit it in. (yes, MG TCs do
look like pre-war MGs and we already have accepted one entry!).
For accommodation in Kalgoorlie-Boulder see http://
kalgoorlietourism.com/accommodation or ring 1800 004 653.
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KEVIN BAILEY’S SUPERB 1936 STINSON
RELIANT TO LAND AT THE REVIVAL
A feature of the Lake Perkolilli Red Dust Revival 2019 will be the arrival on Saturday of
Kevin Bailey’s fantastic Stinson Reliant VH-UXL. The Stinson is one of Australia’s most
significant historic aircraft and we thank Kevin for bringing her to Perkolilli. And if you think
your car or bike burns a lot of fuel spare a thought for Kevin: “She burns a litre a minute and
there is about seven hours flying required to get her there,” he said.
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Stephen Alexander’s lagonda Woodbatt
Special on its way from the UK.
Great news from Stephen “Waldo” Alexander in the UK. His Lagonda is on its way to Fremantle after he had to
spend a heap of cash to get the asbestos out of it so that he could ship it to Australia (Wittenoom was one of the
world’s major asbestos mines in the old days - our government obviously doesn’t want the asbestos back!). Lagondas
have a great history at Perko — just ask Paul Dean who will be back with his Lagonda Rapier. The Woodbatt Special
looks like a fantastic car to kick up the Perko dust.

RED DUST RACERS
STILL AVAILABLE
Copies of the definitive centenary
history of Lake Perkolilli are available
from www.motoringpast.com.au.
Purchase your copy before they sell
out!
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The lake Perkolilli Red Dust Revival
Says Thank You to these
sponsors
You have probably heard it all before: “The event would
not be possible without the sponsors.” In the case of the Red
Dust Revival it is absolutely true. The City of Kalgoorlie/Boulder
pledged the basic services which gave us the
confidence to go ahead with the event in the
knowledge that we could run it without losing
money. The Council will provide toilets on site,
water, fencing, and the observation platforms for
officials. Roads into the claypan will also be
graded and it has skimmed an alternative track
on the far side of the circuit.
Bill Lee helped us secure sponsorship
from Mobil. The firm has been connected
with Perkolilli since they were a sponsor of
fuel and oil under the Vacuum, Plume and
Gargoyle brands in the 1920s. Many
Australian speed records were set using
Mobil Products. The sponsorship by Mobil
has enabled our officials and volunteers to
wear white dustcoats with the Pegasus logo.
We’d also like to thank Shannons
Insurance for sponsoring the event. The
officials and volunteers will wear Shannons
Fedoras. Look out for them!
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Winners are Grinners! Lake Perkolilli Motor
Sports Club Inc. Wins at the WA Hot Rod Show
Two years ago, the promoter of the WA Hot Rod and Custom Car Show, Les Smith, invited the Red Dust
Revival 2019 to put together a display of Perko cars. With only three months to go until the event we
thought that this year’s event would be the best one for our exhibit. As it was a hot rod show we decided
to focus on Fords. With the assistance of Brett and Ron Weary who brought along their ’31 Ford pickup
and 32 Ford Roadster and a heap of saltbush and Perko props, Graeme Lockhart who brought his 1926
Gow Job, Graeme Cocks the Cranston V8 and the Miller Special, Greg Eastwood who cranked up three
bikes and Cathy Cocks who put together the info stall and souvenir shop, we had a great display. Lynn and
Ross Oxwell were on hand to answer questions. We won the the best club award, and individual awards to
Brett and Graeme L. It’s the first win for the Lake Perkolilli Motor Sports Club Inc.! Thanks everyone.
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Kathryn Paynter Memorial Back to the Goldfields Rally
The Veteran Car Club of WA Eastern Goldfields branch is running a rally to coincide with the
Red Dust Revival. The entry form with contact details is below. If you don’t have a Perko eligible
car but you still plan to come, then this is a great option. Of course, if you have a Perko car and it is
road licensed, you could do both!
V.C.C of W.A. inc Eastern Goldfields Branch
Kathryn Paynter Memorial Back to the Goldfields Rally
Expression of interest and registration form
The Rally will run from the Thursday 5th to Sunday 8th September leaving a short interval before those
interested in participating in or attending the Red Dust Revival at Lake Perkolilli (12th-16th September),
event to prepare their cars or visit more of the attractions the Goldfields have to offer.
To ensure a quality event and the logistics of catering numbers will be limited
To secure your position in the Kathryn Paynter Memorial Back to the Goldfields Rally please complete the
following form and return with your deposit of $ 25.00 per vehicle by 1st August 2019 (Non-refundable)
cheque payable to VCC Eastern Goldfields Branch or direct deposit BSB 806043 A/C 100062961 or mail to A.
Gallo 118 Davis ST Boulder W.A. 6432
Please enclose bank receipt or details with your entry form.
Cut——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
Kathryn Paynter Memorial Goldfields Rally 5th- 8th September 2019
Deposit enclosed for the sum of $25.00 per vehicle.
Name__________________________________________________________________
Address_________________________________________________________________
State__________________________ Post code___________
Telephone___________________________ Email_______________________________
Vehicle________________________ Year______________ No of Passengers__________
ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND DECLARATION OF INDEMNITY
I understand that my participation in this rally and/or event may expose me, my reserve driver and
passengers, if any, to risk of death, personal injury, loss or damage, which risk may or may not be
foreseeable and I hereby voluntarily assume all such risks as a condition of my application to participate.
I have read the Constitution and Rally Rules of the Veteran Car Club of W.A. (inc). In consideration for my
being allowed to participate in this rally event, I hereby agree to be bound by the said Constitution and
rally rules and further agree to save harmless and keep indemnified the rally organisers, promoter and all
club members, their respective officials, servants, agents and representatives, from and against all actions,
claims, cost, expenses and all demands in resect of death, personal injury, loss or damage to property or
myself, my reserve driver and/or passengers however caused, that arise or are alleged to arise out of in
connection with my entry or participation in the rally event, except in so far as such actions, claims, costs
expenses and demands are covered by an Insurance Policy with the State Government Insurance Commission
or some other insurance company.
I understand all monies shall be refunded should my application be denied.
I declare that my vehicle is currently licensed and road worthy and that I hold the appropriate driver’s
license.
Signed……………………………………………………………………
Contact Alex Gallo 08- 9021 5944

Date…………………………………
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